3. The Propensity of Patience

President Peñalver views his year as a career-long opportunity to engage in public service.


4. Legislators, Health Care Partners Explore

On July 13, President Joe Biden released his latest round of federal initiatives and workforce planning at the University of Denver. Lowe will serve as Associate Vice Chancellor of Human Resources Strategic initiatives and Workforce Planning at the University of Denver.

Jerron Lowe, JD, has been named Seattle University's Vice President for Human Resources and Chief Human Resources Officer. Currently, Lowe brings to this role a wealth of experience in both higher education and health care. He has been a leader in strengthening the university's HR programs in alignment with the institution's mission, goals, and strategic priorities.

At the University of Denver, Lowe was a leader in strengthening the university's HR programs in alignment with the institution's mission, goals, and strategic priorities.


5. It's (Almost) Game Time for Redhawks

What's next:

It's been a year of firsts for President Peñalver. Relive the highlights in this feature.

In a Q&A, Peñalver looks back on his first year while looking ahead to the university's future.


6. Naming of New Head of HR

The lawmakers in attendance, Representatives Reiner (34th District) and Knute Buehler (48th District), chair the House's Health Care Committee and sponsored legislation that would increase the minimum wage in Oregon.

The lawmakers in attendance, Representatives Reiner (34th District) and Knute Buehler (48th District), chair the House's Health Care Committee and sponsored legislation that would increase the minimum wage in Oregon.


7. Behind the Scenes: SU Makerspace

Why it matters:

The Seattle University Makerspace is housed in Lemieux Library. This expands the library's intellectual reach to the collaborative making of things.

The Seattle University Makerspace is housed in Lemieux Library. This expands the library's intellectual reach to the collaborative making of things.


8. SU's Leadership Hires Continue with

The Clinical Performance Lab at Swedish Cherry Hill (CPL).

The Clinical Performance Lab at Swedish Cherry Hill (CPL).


9. New Head of HR

Why it matters:

Researching the ways that makerspaces tie into libraries.

Researching the ways that makerspaces tie into libraries.


10. Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses will help us create better content for you!
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